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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The 1980 Flood Control Program Watershed Plan, 1980 identified flood damage centres across
Toronto Region Conservation Authority’s (TRCA’s) jurisdiction. One of the flood damage centres
identified at that time was the Black Creek, specifically from Weston Road to Rockcliffe Blvd.
(Black Creek – Rockcliffe Area). This flood damage centre in 1980 was ranked fifth (5th) out of
thirty-one (31) flood damage centres in terms of overall priority.
In recent years, flooding has become more of a concern due to the greater frequency of severe
storms leading to higher flows and increased risks of flooding. This is one of the primary
reasons the TRCA has updated the 1980 Flood Control Program Watershed Plan. As part of the
update, but as a separate standalone study, TRCA is using the assessment process from the
“Class Environmental Assessment for Remedial Flood and Erosion Control Projects”,
Conservation Ontario, January 2002, (amended September 2009), to assess the specific
problem of riverine flooding along Black Creek in the Rockcliffe Area. The intent of this study
has been to evaluate the causative factors related to riverine flooding within the Rockcliffe Area
of Black Creek and based on this understanding, develop various mitigation alternatives to
protect private and public property and to reduce the threat to life and limb.
Riverine flooding specifically refers to the flood mechanism related to open water flowing in
creeks and rivers, whereby these man-made and natural conveyance systems overtop their
banks and flood adjacent lands (i.e. within a floodplain). Riverine flooding can be caused by
severe storms simply overwhelming the capacity of the open waterway or through limited
capacity at roadway/rail/culvert/bridge crossings (causing backwater) or by blockages at these
crossings due to debris and ice. Riverine flood risk is managed by the TRCA through its
regulation granted by the Province of Ontario (ref. Ontario Regulations 42/06, 146/06 to 182/06
and 97/04) whereby it manages uses/changes within designated floodplains established through
standard conventions. The Black Creek’s riverine flood risk zone is based on the floodplain
which would be caused by Hurricane Hazel had it centred itself over this watershed.
Flooding can also be caused when the local conveyance systems (storm sewers, combined
sewers, and roadways) have insufficient capacity to move stormwater runoff to the receiving
systems of creeks, rivers, and the lake. When these local systems flood, the storm sewers
surcharge (flood to surface) and the roadways pond and surface flooding occurs. Also in cases
where homes have direct connections to storm or combined sewers (either through foundation
drains or sanitary lines), basement flooding can occur. Local conveyance systems come under
the management of the City of Toronto. Storm sewers are typically designed to a five (5) year
design storm standard while overland flow on roadways is typically designed to a 100 year
standard. Riverine flooding can affect the capacity of the local conveyance system since high
water levels in the creeks and rivers can prevent local systems from draining as effectively as
they can, thereby potentially influencing local capacity and flood risk. As such, it is important to
have an integrated technical evaluation of the local system which considers the performance of
the riverine system concurrently. For this study, Toronto Water (local system) and TRCA
(riverine system) collaborated to develop a solid understanding of how the respective systems
perform and from this knowledge developed a set of integrated solutions.
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The Rockcliffe Area of the Black Creek, a subwatershed of the Humber River, is located near
the downstream limit of the subwatershed (ref. Figure 3) and is considered completely
urbanized. The watercourse has been straightened and heavily modified over time through
concrete lining and numerous bridge and culvert crossings. Historical development has
encroached the watercourse’s floodplain and has resulted in a significant flood risk to property
and life. It has been estimated that the Rockcliffe area exposes over 1800 people to direct flood
risk during the Regional Storm (Hurricane Hazel). The low flow concrete channel through the
study area, depending on the specific location, has a 5 to 10 year storm flow capacity.
Downstream of Jane Street there are approximately 20 homes, as well as Smythe Park,
exposed to flood risk during a Regional Storm. Upstream of Jane Street the Regional Storm
flooding potential increases with nearly 600 buildings in the Regulatory floodplain due to
historical development encroachment and the hydraulics (backwater) caused by the Jane Street
crossing.
This study has examined various ways of reducing the flooding potential. A number of
alternatives have been developed and assessed, starting with a long-list of alternatives which
has been screened to a short-list using functionality related to reduced flood risk, as the key
factor for alternative screening. The short-listed alternatives have been further assessed on a
reach by reach basis using a detailed evaluation matrix considering specific reductions to flood
risk, threat to life and property damage afforded by each alternative. The short-listed
alternatives have included the following:











Jane Street: Upgrade Bridge, Valley Wall Reshaping
Rockcliffe Blvd.: Bridge Replacement, Adjust Road Profile
Alliance Avenue: Bridge Elimination(s)
Jane Street to Rockcliffe Blvd.: Floodplain Grading
Rockcliffe Blvd. to Alliance Avenue: Floodplain Grading, Low Flow Channel Expansion
Alliance Avenue to Weston Road: Low Flow Channel Expansion
Scarlett Road to Jane Street: Berming on north valley wall for protection of residential
area
Jane Street to Rockcliffe Blvd.: Berming of elementary school
Rockcliffe Blvd. to Alliance Avenue: Berming along Alliance Avenue and Hilldale Road
Centralized flood control facilities (Grandravine Drive)

Based on the detailed assessment of the short-list of alternatives, a set of preferred alternatives
has been advanced for consideration by TRCA and its study partners. The Preferred
alternatives have been organized into primary and secondary recommendations based on their
ability to specifically address the problem of flood risk. Under each set of recommendations, the
alternatives have been considered for short-term and long-term implementation, based on
benefits, costs and other factors, as per the following:
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Primary Recommendations:
Short Term
The Primary short term recommendations include continued maintenance of the Black Creek
channel system to preserve flow conveyance capacity as it was originally designed, including
maintaining the structural integrity of the concrete lined channel.
In addition to on-going maintenance, a flood protection berm along Black Creek Blvd. and
Scarlett Road is recommended to be constructed to protect 13 homes to a Regional Storm
standard with a preliminary cost estimate of $ 465,000.00 (+/-).
Long Term
The Primary long term recommendations would include replacing the existing arch culvert at the
Jane Street crossing with a higher capacity bridge structure. The Black Creek Valley local to
the crossing would also need to be widened to allow for a 200 m (+/-) span (opening) bridge.
The preliminary cost range for implementing this alternative is $25 Million to $30 Million.
Secondary Recommendations:
Short Term
Flood protection berms should be constructed at the Rockcliffe Middle School on Rockcliffe
Boulevard and along Hilldale Road and Symes Road. These would provide protection to the
100 year flood level. Preliminary costs estimates for the Rockcliffe Middle School and Hilldale
Road flood protection berms would be approximately $ 400,000 and $ 900,000 respectively.
The Hilldale Road flood protection berm would provide protection to approximately 77 homes,
once the Jane Street bridge has been constructed.
Long Term
The creek reach between Rockcliffe Blvd. and Alliance Avenue should be naturalized increasing
the system’s capacity from the 2 to 5 year to the 10 year storm. This creek reach is
approximately 620 m in length and ‘naturalization’ would cost approximately $ 1,600,000. In
addition, opportunities to improve the grading within the City of Toronto works area should also
be considered by flattening the overbank area north of Rockcliffe Court, which would improve
conveyance and reduce local flood risk.
Tables ES.1 and ES.2 summarize the estimated costs of the recommended works along with
the anticipated properties and people removed from flood risk for two (2) scenarios, Jane Street
Bridge replaced and other recommended works in-place and secondly, recommended works
with Jane Street bridge remaining. Projects have been prioritized based on the number of
properties and people removed from the floodplain, with the understanding that the Jane Street
bridge project is a prerequisite for the Hilldale Road and Rockcliffe Middle School Flood
Protection Berm projects.
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Table ES.1: Summary Of Recommended Works with Jane Street Bridge Replaced
Priority

Projects

1.

Jane Street Bridge
Upgrade

2.

Estimated
Cost ($)

Level of Service

$15,000,000
(+/-)

Regional Storm

Rockcliffe Middle School
Flood Protection Berm

$400,000
(+/-)

Regional Storm

3.

Hilldale Road
Flood Protection Berm

$900,000
(+/-)

Regional Storm

4.

Black Creek Drive
Flood Protection Berm

$465,000
(+/-)

Regional Storm

5.

Rockcliffe Blvd. to
Alliance
Avenue Channel
Widening/Naturalization

$1,600,000
(+/-)

10 year

Benefits
Property/People Removed
from Floodplain/Others
115 homes, 1 school, 8
businesses, (345 people +/-)
removed from Regional
Storm floodplain based on
resident land uses. Note
the school would have 1500
(+/-) people and the
businesses would have 380
(+/-) people
1 school, 400+ people
removed from Regional
Storm floodplain
(complementary to Jane
Street Bridge)
77 homes, 231 people
removed from Regional
Storm floodplain
(complementary to Jane
Street Bridge)
13 homes, 39 people
removed from Regional
Storm floodplain
Creek naturalization
improved flood storage

Table ES.2: Summary of Recommendations with Jane Street Bridge In-place As Is
Priority

Projects

Cost $

1

Rockcliffe Middle School
Flood Protection Berm
Hilldale Road Flood
Protection Berm
Black Creek Drive Flood
Protection Berm
Rockcliffe Blvd. to
Alliance Avenue Channel
Widening/Naturalization

$400,000
(+/-)
$900,000
(+/-)
$465,000

Regional

$1,600,000 (+/-)

10 year

2
3
4

Level of
Service
100 year
100 year

Benefits
Property/People Removed from
Floodplain/Others
1 school, 400+ people removed from
100 year floodplain
77 homes, 231 people removed from
100 year floodplain
13 homes, 39 people removed from
Regional floodplain
Creek naturalization improved flood
storage

Based on the assessment of flood risk and management alternatives for the Rockcliffe Area, it is
recommended that TRCA commence discussion with the City of Toronto regarding increasing
the hydraulic capacity of the Jane Street crossing in an effort to coordinate the project with other
City of Toronto infrastructure projects and long-term capital budget planning. In addition, TRCA
should commence discussion with the Toronto District School Board regarding the Rockcliffe
Middle School Flood Protection Berm.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Purpose/Overview

The Toronto Region Conservation Authority (TRCA) has commissioned this study adopting
Conservation Ontario’s Class Environmental Assessment procedures (2002, updated 2009) as
the basis to assess the problem of riverine flooding along the Black Creek (a predominantly
urban tributary of the Humber River) from immediately upstream of Weston Road to Scarlett
Road (ref. Figure 1). The study has been conducted to determine appropriate measures to
address the historical riverine flooding risk in this area and identify other complementary
opportunities within the Rockcliffe Area.
Toronto Region Conservation Authority’s jurisdictional area covers nine watersheds generally
extending from Etobicoke in the west to Ajax in the east. TRCA has updated its Flood
Management Program based upon current flood risk mapping building upon the Flood Control
Program Watershed Plan from 1980, (ref. Metropolitan Toronto and Region Conservation
Authority). The updated Flood Management Program has identified 2270 Flood Vulnerable
Areas (buildings) and 336 Flood Vulnerable Roads in the Humber River Watershed alone. As
part of the updated Flood Management Program, the Humber River basin has been examined in
greater detail for concentrated areas of significant flood risk (referred to as flood clusters).
Seven (7) such clusters of flooding have been determined as part of that study. The Rockcliffe
Area is one of those and has been selected as a pilot project by TRCA due to its location in the
Humber River Watershed, history of flooding and high flooding potential.
The intent of this study has been to evaluate the causative factors related to riverine flooding
within the Rockcliffe Area of Black Creek and to develop various mitigation alternatives to
protect private and public property and to reduce the threat to life. It is noteworthy that TRCA
has focussed this study on the riverine flood mechanism specifically for the Black Creek and its
tributaries within the Rockcliffe study area.
Riverine flooding is based on the
capacity/performance of the open water system and the various conveyance elements including
channels, culverts and bridges. TRCA recognizes the relationship of riverine-based systems to
the local urban drainage system (storm and combined sewers and roadways), hence has
engaged Toronto Water, who has jurisdiction over the local drainage network, to develop an
integrated understanding of the area’s flood risk. Toronto Water has conducted a separate
assessment of the local urban storm and sanitary system with due consideration of TRCA’s
study of the Black Creek (ref. “Combined Sewer Overflows Control in Humber River and Black
Creek Sewersheds and Investigation of Basement Flooding in Areas 4 and 5, Class EA”, XCG);
further details of relevance are offered in this report.
1.2

Description of Study Area

The Humber River Watershed (ref. Figure 2) has a drainage area of approximately 857 km2 at
the outlet to Lake Ontario. The Black Creek confluences with the Humber River upstream of
Dundas Street and has a drainage area of 65 km2 (+/-) to this point. The Rockcliffe Area of the
Black Creek subwatershed is located near the downstream limit of the Black Creek
subwatershed (ref. Figure 3) and is considered completely urbanized with a mixture of
residential, commercial, institutional and industrial land uses. The watercourse has been
Project Number: TP106159
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straightened and heavily modified over time through concrete lining and many culvert and
bridge crossings. Historical development has encroached upon the watercourse’s floodplain
resulting in a significant flood risk to property and people.
The Black Creek has flooded on several occasions including the August 2005 storm event
where the concrete lined channel upstream of Alliance Avenue was at capacity and the
overbank areas downstream of Jane Street were flooded, and July 2013 which similarly caused
extensive surface flooding and also local basement flooding.
1.3

Background

The 1980 Flood Control Program Watershed Plan, identified flood damage centres for TRCA’s
jurisdiction. One of the flood damage centres identified in that plan was the Black Creek from
Weston Road to Rockcliffe Blvd. The flood damage centre was ranked fifth out of thirty one
flood cluster sites at that time in terms of priority (based on standardized risk factors).
In recent years, flooding has become more of a concern due to the greater frequency of storms
leading to higher flows and increased risk of flooding. The Black Creek (Rockcliffe Area), as a
highly flood prone site, has been selected by TRCA as a pilot as part of the update to the Flood
Control Program. The current Flood Control Program has assessed some 40 (+/-) flood prone
areas (i.e. flood clusters) in TRCA’s jurisdiction using an automated Query Process Tool (QPT).
As noted, Toronto Water is separately examining basement flooding problems in various areas
including the Rockcliffe Area. These basement flooding problems are typically related to local
sewer capacity (storm and combined), as well as local grading issues. The TRCA Class
Environmental Assessment (Class EA) has not considered the basement flooding problems
directly given the inherent focus on the riverine environment. Notwithstanding, through this
study process, the riverine flooding conditions (existing and improved) have been provided to
Toronto Water as technical background material for its basement flooding assessment.
1.4

Conservation Ontario Class Environmental Assessment Process

The “Class Environmental Assessment for Remedial Flood and Erosion Control Projects”,
Conservation Ontario, January 2002, Amended September 2009, outlines the process and
approach associated with addressing remedial flooding and erosion problems in riverine
settings. The Conservation Ontario Class Environmental Assessment (Class EA) document
defines the respective undertakings, which are governed by this process as follows:
Remedial Flood and Erosion Control Projects refer to those projects undertaken by
Conservation Authorities, which are required to protect human life and property, in
previously developed areas, from an impending flood or erosion problem. Such projects
do not include works which facilitate or anticipate development.
The Conservation Ontario Class EA for Remedial Flood and Erosion Control Projects
establishes a planning and approval process for a variety of projects that may be carried out by
Conservation Authorities in Ontario. The Class EA approach is considered a suitable process
for the planning of remedial flood and erosion since such projects:
Project Number: TP106159
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Have a common process of planning, design, approval, construction, operation and
monitoring and
Have a generally predictable range of effects which, though significant enough to require
environmental assessment, are generally responsive to standard mitigation measures.

The Conservation Ontario Class EA process provides a consistent, streamlined, easily
understood process for planning and implementing flood and erosion control projects. The
process also provides the flexibility to be tailored to the activity, taking into account the
environmental setting, public interest and unique situation requirements. The Conservation
Ontario Class Environmental planning and design process is depicted in Figure 1.1.
As noted on Figure 1.1, the Class EA process includes public consultation in a variety of forms
including general notices, public meetings, and a Community Liaison Committee (CLC). For the
Black Creek (Rockcliffe Area) Riverine Flood Management Class EA, a CLC was formed
explicitly to discuss issues and opportunities with a select/smaller group of local stakeholders.
The CLC met on two (2) occasions throughout the study, providing an excellent opportunity for
the stakeholders to engage in direct dialogue on the relevant aspects of this study to the
Rockcliffe Area.
In addition, as part of this study, two (2) Public Information Centres (PICs) were held with the
general public, firstly to present the general background and study inventory and secondly to
provide the public with an opportunity to discuss and provide input on the riverine flood
management approach. TRCA staff also separately participated and supported Toronto Water
in its public consultation process as related to the basement flooding investigation/study; the
objective in this regard was to offer the perspective of the Black Creek Riverine Flood
Management Study and its relationship to the basement flooding initiative of Toronto Water.
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Figure 1.1 Planning and Design
Process Class Environmental Assessments
[Note: Figure reproduced from
Conservation Ontario, 2002]
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2.0

BACKGROUND INFORMATION REVIEW

2.1

Information Sources

Through this study process, information has been provided by the TRCA, City of Toronto and
also by members of the public through the Community Liaison Committee established for this
study and the Public Information Centres.
2.2

Technical Drawings and Maps

TRCA, in conjunction with the City of Toronto has provided various reports, drawings and other
documentation considered relevant to the undertaking as per the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
2.3
1.
2.
2.4

Aerial photography for study area 2005
Property fabric 2005
Building mapping 2005
Contour mapping 2005
Land use mapping 2005
Infrastructure mapping – sanitary sewer, storm sewers, combined sewer and watermain
Street name layer
Black Creek Regional Storm and 100 Year Floodlines
Black Creek Floodline Mapping Sheets, June 2005
Flood Vulnerable Areas and Flood Vulnerable Roads (FVA and FVR) data
City of Toronto Yard Consolidation Drawings, January 2009
Black Creek channel design plans, 1962
Models
Humber River Hydrologic Modeling (InterHYMO)
Humber River HEC-RAS Hydraulic Modeling
Reports

The following documents and reports have been received and reviewed as part of this
Class EA:


Flood Control Program Watershed Plan, 1980, Metropolitan Toronto and Region
Conservation Authority
The purpose of this study was to document the flood centres in the MTRCA jurisdiction
and develop recommendations for the highest priority flood centres. Flood damage
centres were evaluated using social, economic and environmental factors.



Humber River Hydrology Update, November 2002, Aquafor Beech Limited
This report established the latest hydrology for the Humber River using the hydrologic
model SWMHYMO. The report provides both existing and future land use peak flows
based upon the Atmospheric Environmental Service (AES) storm distribution and the
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Toronto Bloor Street rainfall gauge intensity duration frequency data. Peak flows were
developed for Black Creek as part of the hydrology update.


Naturalization of Black Creek and Lambton Golf and Country Club Phase 1 Report
Feasibility Study, March 2002, Dillon Consulting
This report investigated the potential of removing the lined watercourse system within
Lambton Golf and Country Club. The study examined naturalization of the creek system
to improve channel stability, reduce channel erosion potential, improve water quality and
maintain existing flood potential. The study recommended the watercourse system to be
lined with stone to convey the frequent storm events and the upper section (overbanks)
to be a naturalized area.



Combined Sewer Overflows Control in Humber River and Black Creek Sewersheds
and Investigation of Basement Flooding in Areas 4 and 5, Class EA”, XCG
The ongoing study is firstly developing recommendations to address water quality issues
in Black Creek and Humber River due to the discharge of combined sewer overflows
(CSO) within the study area boundary, and secondly assess the causes of flooding and
develop solutions to reduce the risk of future surface and basement flooding within
basement flooding areas 4 and 5, proximate to the Rockcliffe Area.

2.5

Field Reconnaissance

Field reconnaissance (ref. Figure 10) with TRCA staff has been conducted (ref. Appendix ‘E’) in
September 2008. The purpose of the field reconnaissance was to develop an understanding of
the study area characteristics such as topography, land use and the watercourse system
formation.
From the field reconnaissance, it has been observed that from Jane Street upstream to Hilldale
Road, historical development has been set back from the creek to a greater extent than
upstream of Hilldale Road. Upstream of Hilldale Road development is located immediately
adjacent to the rectangular concrete channel, resulting in increased flood risk.
Each of the creek crossings within the study area appear to constrict flow conveyance as
compared to the floodplain and valley sections.
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3.0

BASELINE INVENTORY

3.1

Methodology

The Conservation Ontario Class EA process requires that a baseline inventory of the study area
be prepared to develop a better understanding of the setting, both natural and man-made. For
this study the baseline inventory documents the background information and provides details
related to the existing conditions of the Black Creek Study area in various disciplines relevant to
the identified flooding risk, including hydrology, hydraulics, natural system inventories,
watercourse characteristics, land use conditions and infrastructure. Specifically, the Black
Creek Study area has been examined as to what the conditions are which have lead to the
riverine flood risk. In addition, the inventory of study area characteristics has provided a basis
for the evaluation of various remedial alternatives to address the risk (ref. Section 4: Alternative
Assessment).
3.2

Hydrology

Hydrology is the science of determining the amount of water moving through various physical
processes within a watershed, based on various meteorologic conditions. Hydrologic modelling
allows for the determination of a runoff rate from a particular land form in response to a rainfall
or snowmelt event.
For this study of riverine flood risk, the hydrology provides the flow rates for use in determining
flood elevations and limits (extent) during extreme storms. The 2002 Humber River Hydrology
Update provides the peak flows (ref. Table 3.1) for assessing flood risk and system
performance. The hydrology has not been updated as part of this current study’s scope,
however it has been used in the assessment of flood remediation alternatives.
3

Table 3.1: Black Creek Peak Flows (m /s)
Location
Weston Road
Humber Blvd.
Alliance Rd
Rockcliffe
Jane Street
Scarlett Rd

2 yr
74
74
74
82
82
82

5 yr
113.2
113.2
113.2
123
123
123

10 yr
140.9
140.9
140.9
151.3
151.3
151.3

25 yr
177.7
177.7
177.7
189
189
189

50 yr
206.9
206.9
206.9
219.4
219.4
219.4

100 yr
240
240
240
254.8
254.8
254.8

Reg
510.8
510.8
510.8
563.8
563.8
563.8

Some of the potential factors influencing the Black Creek’s hydrology include land use change
(intensification) and climate change (more frequent and larger storms). In terms of land use it is
clear that very limited lands (greenfield) remain hence net impacts even with some form of
greater coverage through land use intensification would likely have a minor change on peak
runoff and associated flood risk. That said, TRCA and the City of Toronto should require that
any future development or redevelopment in the Black Creek results in no additional flood risk.
Climate change influences are more difficult to predict and manage, however various
jurisdictions including TRCA are examining means of adding resilience in drainage systems to
ensure the population remains safe in the future. Further dialogue will be required between
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TRCA and Toronto Water as the respective projects are advanced and design standards and
criteria established.
3.3

Hydraulics

Hydraulics provides insight into the conveyance capacity associated with sewers, creeks,
culverts, bridges, etc. For this study, the focus is on riverine system performance only. It
provides an indication of the velocity and depth associated with various extreme flow rates.
TRCA maintains hydraulic models for each creek within its jurisdiction. The Humber River HECRAS version 3.1.3 hydraulic model includes the Black Creek (a major tributary of the Humber
River). The hydraulic modelling results for the existing watercourse system have been included
within Appendix ‘G’. Tables 3.2 and 3.3 provide a hydraulic structure summary for the road
crossings from Scarlett Road to Weston Road within the Study Reach.
Table 3.2: Hydraulic Structure Summary
Size of Opening
(span x rise)
(m x m)
15.2 x 5.0
12.80 x 6.4 m
15.2 x 4.2
12.0 x 4.3
12.0 x 4.3
11.0 x 5.1

Crossing
Location

Inverts (m)

Scarlett Road
Jane Street
Rockcliffe Blvd.
Alliance Avenue
Humber Blvd.
Weston Road
1. To the point of roadway overtopping

Upstream

Downstream

94.10
97.39
98.40
99.91
100.10
101.10

93.90
97.39
98.40
99.80
99.90
101.10

Top of
Road/Crossing
(m)
100.4
108
103.0
105.3
105.3
107.0

Approx. Flow
1.
Capacity
3
(m /s)
254.80
563.80
219.4
177.70
240.00
177.70

Storm
Frequency
100 yr
Reg
50 yr
25 yr
100 yr
25 yr

The crossings listed in Table 3.2 have varying capacities prior to the onset of overtopping of the
roadways. Based on the assessment, the flooding depths and velocities at each crossing would
pose a threat to vehicles and people, based on the Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR)
guidelines for pedestrian and vehicular safety on roadways. Specifically, the MNR requires that
for private vehicles, roadway flooding depths of 0.3 m or less should have a velocity below
3.0 m/s. In addition, the MNR guidelines require that the roadway flooding, depth-velocity
product should be a maximum of 0.4 m2/s (ref. Table 3.3).
Table 3.3: Hydraulic Structure Overtopping Performance Summary
Crossing Location

Scarlett Road
Jane Street
Rockcliffe Blvd.
Alliance Avenue
Humber Blvd.
Weston Road

3.4

Maximum Flooding Depth
(m)

Maximum Flooding Velocity
(m/s)

1.21
n/a
4.76
2.49
2.51
2.61

1.85
n/a
0.41
0.54
0.56
1.55

Maximum DepthVelocity Product
2
(m /s)
2.24
n/a
1.95
1.34
1.40
4.04

Risk and Damage

To develop an understanding of the measure of flood risk, the study area watercourse system
has been divided into four reaches (ref. Figure 4) on the basis of clear and distinct break points:
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Reach 1: Humber River to Jane Street
Reach 2: Jane Street to Rockcliffe Blvd.
Reach 3: Rockcliffe Blvd. To Alliance Avenue
Reach 4: Alliance Avenue to Weston Road

Reach 1: Humber River to Jane Street
Reach 1 has the lowest flood risk to private property and threat to life with 23 FVA’s flooded
during the Regional Storm event and less than 10 FVA’s during the 100 year storm event. The
predicted flooding depth of homes within the Regional Storm floodplain is within the 0.0 to 1.0 m
range (ref. Figure 5). The riverine flooding within this reach results from both backwater from the
Scarlett Road crossing and the historical encroachment of homes within the floodplain. Flood
depths range from 1.0 m to greater than 5.0 m within the uninhabited overbank areas and valley
floor. The Smythe Park buildings have flood depths of less than 1.0 m (+/-). The channel
capacity through this reach is less than the 5 year storm (+/-).
Reach 2: Jane Street to Rockcliffe Blvd.
The hydraulic performance for Reach 2 and for the remaining upstream reaches is largely
controlled by the Jane Street crossing and the embankments which encroach into the valley.
Riverine flooding within Reach 2 is a direct result of the backwater from the Jane Street crossing
and historical encroachment of development within the Black Creek floodplain. There are are
100 (+/-) FVAs in Reach 2 including the Rockcliffe Middle School. Regional Storm flood depths
for the majority of homes in this reach are less than 2 m (+/-). The Middle School is exposed to
Regional Storm flood depths of 2 to 3.5 m (+/-). The channel capacity through this reach is
approximately the 5 year storm.
Reach 3: Rockcliffe Blvd. To Alliance Avenue
Reach 3 includes approximately 60 residential FVAs along Hilldale Road, 80 residential FVAs
north of Alliance Avenue, the City of Toronto Works Yard, Frank Oke Secondary School and a
number of commercial and industrial properties which would be expected to flood from the Black
Creek during a Regional Storm. Most of the FVA’s would not be flooded during a 100 year storm
apart from the Toronto Works Yard and most of the homes along Hilldale Road. The channel
capacity through this reach is approximately the 5 year storm.
Reach 4: Alliance Avenue to Weston Road
Reach 4, located upstream of Alliance Avenue, has a rectangular concrete lined channel with a
10 year (+/-) flow capacity prior to overtopping. The overbanks of the channel are highly
developed on either side and are predicted to be flooded for storm events greater than a 10
year storm event, with Regional Storm flooding depths in the 3 to 4 m range. The north side of
the channel has 120 (+/-) residential FVAs while the south side of the channel has a number of
apartment buildings and the Archbishop Romero Catholic Secondary School.
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Approximately 1,857 people would be threatened during a Regional Storm. The approximate
number of people threatened for each storm frequency is estimated as follows, based on an
occupancy factor of 3 per dwelling:




3.5

2 year storm
5 year storm
10 year storm

-3
-9
- 32





25 year storm
50 year storm
100 year storm

- 267
- 429
- 498

Natural Areas Inventory

Natural area inventory information has been provided by TRCA (ref. Figure 6). The study area
is heavily built-up with historical development. The Black Creek through the study area is a
concrete lined channel with minimal fish habitat potential; the number and variability of land and
aquatic species is limited. The majority of the flora/fauna observed in the study area are located
downstream of Jane Street within Smythe Park.
Land species identified are common to Southern Ontario such as the gray squirrel and green
frog. Bird species observed include the North American robin and North American crow and
others species considered to be common. Herons have also been observed in Symthe Park.
Aquatic species that have been observed include Pumpkinseed, brown bullhead, fathead
minnow, brook stickleback, white sucker, bluntnose minnow and common shiner. These species
are considered warmwater species that are tolerant of warmer waters resulting from urban
runoff and the limited riparian cover along Black Creek.
Terrestrial communities are also limited along Black Creek and are generally present
downstream of Jane Street, although some communities are located along Lavender Creek by
Symes Road.
The concrete lined channel has required maintenance due to trees growing through the joints
and cracks in the concrete. Trees within the concrete channel Reach 4 between Alliance
Avenue and Weston Road were removed in October 2012 by Toronto Parks. Trees growing
within the concrete channel result in the channel flow capacity being reduced based on an
increase in channel roughness. The trees grow through concrete joints and cracks and result in
the concrete further breaking apart and as such are removed on a regular basis. These trees
are not considered significant or important in any natural perspective or context.
3.6

Land Use

Land use in the Rockcliffe Study area (ref. Figure 7) consists of primarily residential uses on
both sides of Black Creek. Three Schools are located within the Regional Storm floodplain,
Rockcliffe Middle School, Frank Oke Secondary School and Archbishop Romero Catholic
Secondary School The land immediately downstream of Black Creek, west of Rockcliffe Bvld. is
either parks or open space. Upstream of Rockcliffe Blvd. to Alliance Avenue the channel is
encroached upon by the Toronto Works Yard and other commercial/ industrial buildings.
Upstream of Alliance Avenue, the west side of the channel is residential while the east side is
the Catholic School.
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3.7

Social/ Cultural Features

The Rockcliffe Area was originally farmed in the 1800s. Urban development of that area did not
commence until the opening of the Smythe gravel pit in the 1920s, by Conn Smythe. The gravel
pit closed after World War II and the area surrounding the pit was developed into urban uses.
Single detached homes were constructed for servicemen and families after World War II. The
neighbourhood has retained the Smythe name with the Smythe Park located on the
downstream side of Jane Street. The Smythe Park exists today on the site of the old gravel pit.
Smythe Park is approximately 13 ha in size and includes walking trails, natural areas, a baseball
field, swimming pool and recreation centre.
Other social/ cultural features include the neighbourhood schools and the Jane Park Plaza
located immediately north of Black Creek on Jane Street. The community focal point is the
Black Creek channel and the open space adjacent to it.
The study area is serviced by a number of Toronto Transportation Commission (TTC) bus
routes, including a route on Jane Street and on Weston Rd linking to the Jane and Keele
subway stations to the south.
3.8

Infrastructure

The Rockcliffe Area has been developed with urban uses since the 1950’s and as such has
been serviced by a combination of separate storm and sanitary sewers which, at various
locations, feed into a combined sewer system (ref. Figures 8 and 9). A combined sewer
overflow is located along the Black Creek at the north west side of the creek and Rockcliffe
Blvd. The City of Toronto Wet Weather Flow Management Master Plan (WWFMMP) proposed
a combined sewer storage tank at the location of the combined sewer outfall to reduce the
number and volume of discharges; to-date this has not been constructed. Numerous storm
sewer outfalls line the creek throughout the study area. The area has recorded basement
flooding, within a concentrated area of flooding north of Alliance Avenue. Toronto Water has
conducted a study into the basement flooding (ref “Combined Sewer Overflows Control in
Humber River and Black Creek Sewersheds and Investigation of Basement Flooding in Areas 4
and 5, Class EA”, XCG, 2014) that recommends the following:




New sanitary sewer on Alliance Avenue to provide basement flooding protection for
Cliff Street and Cordella Avenue.
A new sanitary storage tank to be located southwest of Alliance Avenue and Rockcliffe
Blvd.
A new storm sewer on Cliff Street, Cordella Avenue, Humber Blvd., and Alliance Avenue
to convey stormwater downstream of Jane Street.

The Black Creek through the study area has a rectangular concrete channel along Humber
Blvd. (Reach 4) and a trapezoidal concrete channel with vegetated overbanks in Reaches 1
to 3. As noted earlier, the concrete channel in all reaches requires regular maintenance as
vegetation grows through joints and cracks in the concrete, reducing the channel flow capacity.
The concrete in the channel as of the time of field reconnaissance appeared to be in reasonable
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condition, although the frequency of vegetation removal should continue to be reviewed based
on the size of vegetation that has been observed growing in the channel.
3.9

Summary of Baseline Inventory

The following summarizes the key findings of each component of the Baseline Inventory and
outlines the issues and/or opportunities to be considered in the Alternative Assessment:
Hydrology
The 2002 Humber River Hydrology Update provides the peak flows for the Black Creek in the
study area. No update to the hydrology has been conducted for this study. The Peak flows for
the study area range from 74 m3/s for the 2 year storm to 550 m3/s (+/-) for the Regional Storm.
Toronto Water, along with TRCA, should ensure that future intensification and redevelopment
within the Black Creek watershed does not result in an increase in flood risk in the Rockcliffe
Area.
Hydraulics
The hydraulic performance for the study area watercourse has been assessed on the basis of
four distinct reaches. The Black Creek low flow concrete channel, depending on the reach, has
a 5 to 10 year storm flow capacity. Regional Storm flooding potential downstream of Jane
Street is limited to approximately 20 homes and Smythe Park. Upstream of Jane Street, the
Regional Storm flooding potential increases with approximately 595 buildings in the Regulatory
floodplain due to historical development encroachment and the hydraulics (backwater) caused
by the Jane Street crossing.
Natural Areas Inventory
There are limited natural areas within the Black Creek study area from Scarlett Road to Weston
Road. Smythe Park located downstream of Jane Street contains most of the natural features,
with most of the wildlife resources being observed in this area, such as herons and a number of
aquatic species.
Land Use
The land use in the study area is primarily residential with a core commercial/ industrial area
along Black Creek from Rockcliffe Blvd. to Hilldale Road, including the City of Toronto Works
Yard. Three schools are also located within the Regional Storm floodplain.
Social/ Cultural Features
The focal point of the community is the Black Creek channel. Smythe Park is the primary park
downstream of Weston Road and provides walking trails and other community recreational
uses. Other community features include the three schools and the Jane Park Plaza.
Infrastructure
The study area is serviced by both a separate and a combined sewer network. Basement
flooding is a documented concern in this neighbourhood and has occurred a number of times
including most recently on July 8, 2013. The City of Toronto has studied the basement flooding
problem developed potential solutions (ref. “Combined Sewer Overflows Control in Humber
River and Black Creek Sewersheds and Investigation of Basement Flooding in Areas 4 and 5,
Class EA”, XCG).
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4.0

ALTERNATIVE ASSESSMENT

In order to address the identified riverine-based flooding potential within the Rockcliffe Area (ref.
Figure 4 and 5), it has been necessary to initially establish a long-list of potential remediation
alternatives to reduce flooding depths, extent, and frequency. Once established, the long-list of
alternatives has been assessed based on functionality, while determining the “pros” and “cons”
associated with each of the long-listed alternatives (i.e. short-list screening). For this study,
long-list screening has included modelling the performance of the various alternatives to
determine the potential flood risk reduction. Once screened to a viable short-list, the
assessment has considered the technical and functional aspects, specific to addressing the
riverine-based flooding problems as identified, to assist in the evaluation of the respective shortlisted alternatives. The foregoing process has led to a preferred solution(s), which has been
vetted through input from the TRCA, the City of Toronto, Community Liaison Committee (CLC)
stakeholders and general public.
4.1

Long-List of Alternatives

The assessment of riverine-based flood management alternatives has been conducted on a
reach by reach basis with consideration of the unique flood risk and potential damages for
existing conditions for each reach. The scale and cost of the hydraulic improvements which
would potentially reduce flooding conditions in each reach has then been conducted, with an
explanation of the screening. The semi-quantative flood risk (High, Medium, Low) for the
respective reaches has been established as follows:
Reach 1:
Reach 2:
Reach 3:
Reach 4:

Scarlett Road to Jane Street: Low
Jane Street to Rockcliffe Blvd.: Medium
Rockcliffe Blvd. to Alliance Avenue: Medium to High
Alliance Avenue to Weston Road: High

The Baseline Inventory of the study area has provided a characterization of the Rockcliffe Area
in terms of its physical and natural features, as well as the associated man-made built
infrastructure and land uses. In essence, this community is highly urbanized and has urban
development which historically (i.e. prior to current regulations) encroached within the
floodplain. The upstream drainage area is large (6409 ha) and highly urbanized, hence the
response to storms is quick and significant. The topography across the respective study area
reaches varies but generally goes from relatively deep and defined in the lower reaches to very
flat and shallow in the upper reaches. This is noteworthy in that the effectiveness of various
flood management strategies changes depending which reach is being considered. For
instance, the vertical walled channel between Alliance Blvd. and Weston Road has minimal
capacity and also has roads and homes on either side of it. In order to effectively manage the
Regulatory Flood (which is 4 to 5 times larger than the capacity of the existing channel) would
require significant widening, removal of numerous homes and relocation of transportation
routes. Hence going-forward, the consideration of practical and viable flood management
alternatives must be based on the man-made and physical conditions prevalent within each
study reach.
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Long- List:
In order to reduce riverine flood risk in the respective reaches within the Rockcliffe Area, there
are a variety of techniques which can be used. In essence, flood risk can be reduced and/or
minimized by:





lowering flood levels
decreasing the frequency of at-risk flood levels
removing flood risk properties from flood exposure
constructing barriers to isolate affected properties/people from flood risk

The following provides an outline and a summary of the various alternatives (general to specific)
which have been considered as part of a long-list of riverine-based flood management
alternatives.
A.

Do Nothing



The ‘Do Nothing” alternative assumes that the predicted flood conditions (and risk)
would remain as is. Regular annual inspection of the creek system would continue
including the removal of vegetation in the channel, concrete repairs and other routine
maintenance works as required. In addition, TRCA would continue to regulate land use
through its Regulation and permit process. It is also a requirement of the Conservation
Ontario Class EA process to include consideration of the Do Nothing alternative as a
basis of comparison for all other alternatives.

B.

Increase Conveyance Capacity

Culverts/bridges
Roadway/rail crossings of watercourses often constrain conveyance capacity causing local
backwater flooding. Increasing the size of ‘under-sized’ systems or removing them altogether
can reduce the depth of riverine flood waters upstream of these crossing; the following
opportunities have been considered as part of the long-list under this category of works:






The Humber River downstream of study area: CNR bridge, pedestrian bridge
improvements
Black Creek through study area: Scarlett Road: bridge upgrade, drop structure
relocation, supplemental culverts
Jane Street: drop structure relocation, supplemental culverts, bridge, valley wall
reshaping
Rockcliffe Blvd.: supplemental culverts, bridge replacement, road profile
Alliance Avenue: bridge elimination(s)
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Creek/floodplains
The capacity of creeks and their floodplains can be increased through physical modifications
which result in lower flood levels in at-risk areas, including widening, regrading, and lowering.
The following offers some long-list opportunities in this regard:






Scarlett Road to Jane Street: floodplain regrading, low flow channel widening
Jane Street to Rockcliffe Blvd.: valley wall reshaping, floodplain regrading, low flow
channel widening
Rockcliffe Blvd. to Alliance Avenue: valley wall reshaping, floodplain regrading, low flow
channel widening
Alliance Avenue to Weston Road: low flow channel widening
Scarlett Road to Weston Road: channel lowering

C.

Flood Proofing



Flood proofing basically considers the establishment of a form of barrier(s) which isolates the
flood risk area from the riverine-based flood waters for a prescribed or attainable level of flood
protection. The means of establishing this barrier(s) can be through a variety of approaches
including:





earthen berms
structural flood walls
integral to flood affected buildings
combinations

The preferred approach relates to the available property, height of protection, and means of
managing surface drainage ‘behind’ the barrier as this can often lead to local flood risk which in
some circumstances can outweigh the risks due to riverine-based flooding [Note: Flood
protected lands through flood proofing would continue to be subject to TRCA regulation].
Berming/structural
Some potential locations for barrier systems considered as part of the long-list include:





Scarlett Road to Jane Street: berming on north valley wall for protection of residential
area
Jane Street to Rockcliffe Blvd.: berming of elementary school
Rockcliffe Blvd. to Alliance Avenue: berming along Alliance Avenue and Hilldale Road
Alliance Avenue to Weston Road: structural walls

D.

Stormwater Management Flood Control

Centralized flood control through designated flood storage systems can both lower the
magnitude and frequency of flood flows causing risk. [Note: Areas protected by flood storage
techniques would continue to be considered within TRCA’s regulated zones and may in fact be
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exposed to greater flood risk due to the need to consider the potential failure of flood storage
systems.] Some opportunities considered as part of the long-list have included:



Centralized flood control facilities: On-line facility(s) upstream of study area
Site specific storage: Toronto Works Yard

E.

Land/Property Acquisition

In the event that flood risk is so severe and frequent, and practical/effective alternatives are not
available, Public agencies can also consider acquiring those properties at greatest risk to
effectively remove them from the risk zone permanently.
F. Combinations
Clearly the respective alternative categories and the site-specific opportunities can and will need
to be considered both in isolation and in combination going forward.
Long-List Screening:
Based on engineering principles, and preliminary hydraulic assessments, the long-list of
alternatives has been screened on a reach by reach basis with the results presented in
Table 4.1; details on the supporting rationale follows the table.
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Table 4.1: Long List of Flood management Alternatives Screening
Long-list of Alternatives

Screening Results

A: Do Nothing
Continue Maintenance

N/A

Emergency Response

N/A

B: Increase Conveyance Capacity – Culverts/bridges
Downstream Bridges on Humber River, CNR Bridge, pedestrian bridge improvements
Scarlet Road:
•

bridge replacement/upgrade

•

drop structure relocation

•

supplemental culverts

•

drop structure relocation

Jane Street
•

supplemental culverts

•

upgraded bridge and valley wall reshaping

Rockcliffe Blvd.
•

supplemental culverts

•

bridge replacement/upgrade

•

road profile adjustment

Alliance Avenue; combine two bridges into one new crossing at downstream bridge
B: Increase Conveyance Capacity – Creeks
Scarlett Road to Jane Street: low flow channel widening
Jane Street to Rockcliffe Blvd. low flow channel widening
Scarlett Road to Weston Road channel lowering
Rockcliffe Blvd. to Alliance Avenue low flow channel widening
Alliance Avenue to Weston Road: low flow channel expansion
B: Increase Conveyance Capacity – Floodplains
Scarlett Road to Jane Street: valley wall reshaping, floodplain grading
Jane Street to Rockcliffe Blvd.: valley wall reshaping, floodplain grading
Rockcliffe Blvd. to Alliance Avenue: valley wall reshaping, floodplain grading
Alliance Avenue to Weston Road: valley wall reshaping, floodplain grading
C: Flood Proofing
Scarlett Road to Jane Street: berming on north valley wall for protection of residential area
Jane Street to Rockcliffe Blvd.: berming of elementary school
Rockcliffe Blvd. to Alliance Avenue: berming along Alliance Avenue and Hilldale Road
D: Stormwater Management Flood Control
Centralized flood control facilities: On-line facility(s) upstream of study area
Site specific storage: Toronto Works Yard
E: Land/Property Acquisition
Flood prone lands/buildings
F: Combinations
Combinations

Not Carried Forward
Carried Forward
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The following provides details on the rationale related to the screening of the various long-list
alternatives from further consideration:
A.

Do Nothing

•

The Do Nothing alternative would not reduce the flood potential/ risk within the Rockcliffe
Area. TRCA would though be expected to continue to conduct channel maintenance,
regulate development through the permit process and provide floodplain management
for the Rockcliffe Area.

B.

Increase Conveyance Capacity

•

Culverts/bridges:
Humber River downstream of the Study Area Reach: The pedestrian bridge over
the Humber River has a low profile and the CNR bridge is above the Regional
Storm flood elevation, therefore both structures would have nominal backwater
impacts and their replacement would not appreciably change flood conditions
(risk) within the Rockcliffe Area.
Black Creek: Scarlett Road: Relocation of the drop structure and/or
supplemental culverts would not provide a significant benefit in reducing
Regional Storm flood levels (i.e. < 0.25 m). Bridge replacement would provide a
benefit immediately upstream of the crossing by lowering the Regional Storm
flood levels by less than 1.0 m, but this capital work would be a significant cost
for a low flood risk reach.
Black Creek: Jane Street: The drop structure relocation and/or supplemental
culverts would not provide a significant benefit in lowering the Regional Storm
flood levels (i.e. < 0.25 m +/-).
Black Creek: Rockcliffe Blvd.: Supplemental culverts would not provide a
significant benefit (i.e. 0.25 m +/-).

•

Creek/floodplains:
Scarlett Road to Jane Street: In this creek reach the floodplain is relatively flat
and provides effective and relatively confined flow within the overbanks.
Increasing the low flow channel would provide additional flow capacity however
this would have a marginal overall benefit since the residential area is located
above the 100 year storm flood elevations.
Jane Street to Rockcliffe Blvd.: The low flow channel widening would provide
additional flow capacity however would have a marginal benefit since the
residential area and elementary school is located above the 100 year storm flood
elevations.
Rockcliffe Blvd. to Alliance Avenue: Reshaping of the valley wall would not be
possible due to the proximity of existing residential areas.
Lowering of the watercourses upstream of Jane Street to Weston Road (over
1760 m +/-) would result in a 2.6 m +/- drop in the watercourse elevation at
Weston Road. The watercourse lowering would require all of the concrete
channel and bridges to be replaced. Lowering the channel as described (and
maintaining the general cross-sectional form) would only result in a reduction of
-
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flood elevations upstream of Rockcliffe Blvd. Specifically, the 100 year flood
elevations would be reduced by 0.3 m +/- from Rockcliffe Blvd. to Humber Blvd.
and by 1.1 m +/- from Humber Blvd. to Weston Road. The Regional Storm flood
elevations would not be appreciably reduced by lowering the channel invert. As
limited benefit would result from this alternative and given that it would require
significant channel and bridge reconstruction it has been screened from further
consideration.
C.

Flood Proofing

Flood proofing upstream of Alliance Avenue along Humber Blvd. and the Black Creek channel
would need to take the form of flood protection walls due to the absence of any open space for
earthen berms. Concrete flood protection walls along each side of the channel would have to
be at least 3 to 4 m in height with no openings to prevent flooding from the less frequent storm
events such as the 50 to 100 year events. At the downstream and upstream limits of the flood
protection wall, flood elevation would remain as is and increase respectively. Due to high cost,
low functional effectiveness, and constructability concerns (particularly at road crossing), this
alternative has been screened.
D.

Stormwater Management Flood Control

•

Site specific (i.e. local) storage within the Toronto Works Yard would have a negligible
benefit downstream of Jane Street which has the lowest flood risk. Insufficient area is
available for effective flood storage to tangibly reduce risk.

E.

Land/Property Acquisition

Acquisition of flooded properties would require the purchase of over 200 homes, three (3)
schools and numerous commercial/industrial units. As such, acquisition has not been
considered a viable alternative for TRCA to pursue.
4.2

Assessment Factors

Based on the initial functional screening of the Long-list of Alternatives, the following
opportunities have been short-listed for more detailed assessment:
B.

Increase Conveyance Capacity






Jane Street: Upgrade Bridge/Valley Wall Reshaping
Rockcliffe Blvd.: Road profile adjustment
Alliance Avenue: Combine two bridges into one
Rockcliffe Blvd. to Alliance Avenue: Valley wall/floodplain grading
Alliance Avenue to Weston Road: Channel expansion/floodplain grading
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C.

Floodproofing




D.

Centralized Flood Control


F.

Scarlett Road to Jane Street: berming on north valley wall
Jane Street to Rockcliffe Blvd.: berming of elementary school
Rockcliffe Blvd. to Alliance Avenue (Lavender Creek): berming along rear
residential lot line along Hilldale Road and Symes Road

Online Facility(s)

Combinations

These alternatives have been assessed using either the hydraulic modelling (HEC-RAS) and/or
hydrologic modelling (SWMHYMO). Additional assessment of the short-listed alternatives has
also included consideration of threat to life reduction.
The Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR), as part of the former Flood Damage Reduction
Program identified various flood risk factors to evaluate flood-prone sites. The Flood Damage
Reduction Program involved the definition of flood risk related to Direct and Indirect property
damages, expressed as Average Annual Damages (a statistical summary of flood damages
related to each storm frequency expressed as an annual relationship) which were then
converted to a Present Value based upon the anticipated engineered life of a remedial work (i.e.
as part of Cost Benefit calculation) and an appropriate discount rate. The Ministry of Natural
Resources has also established measures related to assess human exposure to flooding, which
incorporate flood frequency and severity. The various measures specific to these protocols
have been incorporated in to an Evaluation Matrix for use in this study, based upon the following
hierarchy of Site Evaluation Categories, Factors and Indicators:
Level I:



Evaluation Categories
Social
Economic

Level II:

Category Factors
Social



Flood Exposure and Risk
Human Ingress/Egress/Emergency Response

Economic

Flood Damage Costs
Level III:

Factor Indicators
Flood Exposure and Risk

Depth of flooding under the Regional Storm

Threat to life
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Human Ingress/Egress/Emergency Response

MTO or municipal design criteria

Private vehicle access

Emergency vehicle access
Flood Damage Costs

Direct Flood Damages

Indirect Flood Damages
Table 4.2 is the evaluation matrix which has been used for assessment of the short-listed
alternatives. The evaluation matrix is consistent with the matrix used in the Query Process Tool
developed to rank flooding sites across TRCA’s jurisdiction.
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Table 4.2: TRCA Flood Site Evaluation Matrix
Category
Social

Factors
Flood Exposure
and Risk

Indicator
Threat to Life

Indicator Description and Method of Determination
The number of people endangered by various flooding
depths and velocities (based on land use, occupancy rates
and building area) for the complete flow regime. Person
would be endangered in all food depths and velocities to
simplify assessment.
The importance of a building being flooded depends on
whether it is used for day and night or just during the day.
Land uses that are typically day time use only would be:

Commercial

Industrial

Municipal

Institutional (i.e. schools, churches etc.)
All other land uses would be day and night time usage

Social

Human IngressEgress/
Emergency
Response

Roadway class related to
point of flooding
(frequency)

Private vehicle access

Weighting (0-10)

Frequency Weighting Modifier

None

0

1 – 10

1

11 – 50

2

51 – 100

3

101 – 500

2 Year

1.0

5 Year

0.4

10 Year

0.2

25 Year

0.08

50 Year

0.04

100 Year

0.02

Regional

0.008

2 Year
5 Year
10 Year
25 Year
50 Year
100 Year
Regional

1.0
0.4
0.2
0.08
0.04
0.02
0.008

2 Year
5 Year
10 Year
25 Year
50 Year
100 Year
Regional

1.0
0.4
0.2
0.08
0.04
0.02
0.008

2 Year
5 Year
10 Year
25 Year
50 Year
100 Year
Regional

1.0
0.4
0.2
0.08
0.04
0.02
0.008

4

501 – 1,000

5

1,001 – 1,500

6

More than 1,500

Indicator Importance/
Significance (1-10)

Day Time Only Usage 9
Day and Night Time Usage 10

10

Rural local
Urban local
Collector
Arterial
Highway
(EMS Route)

4
5
7
8
10
10

0 – 10%
10 – 20%
20 – 30%
40 – 50%
50 – 75%
75 – 100%

1
3
5
6
8
10

Depths and frequency of
events which prevent private
vehicle passage

Highway
(EMS Route)
Arterial
Collector
Urban Local
Rural Local

10
10
8
7
5
4

0 – 10%
10 – 20%
20 – 30%
40 – 50%
50 – 75%
75 – 100%

1
3
5
6
8
10

Depths and frequency of
events which prevent
emergency access

Highway
(EMS Route)
Arterial
Collector
Urban Local
Rural Local

10
10
8
7
5
4

0 – 10%
10 – 20%
20 – 30%
40 – 50%
50 – 75%
75 – 100%

1
3
5
6
8
10

Classification/flood
frequency

6

Ability to maintain access routes (flood depths/ velocities).
The level of importance varies based on road classification

8

Ability to maintain access routes. The level of importance
varies based on road classification
Emergency vehicle access ingress/egress based on the
following flooding depth velocity relationship:
[d>0.9 m, v>4.5 m/s] i.e. relates to diesel fire trucks.

106159

Normalized Number of
People
(Number of people
threatened/storm frequency
X weighting)

This relates to which storm event floods the crossing based
on the class of roadway.

Private vehicle access ingress/egress based on the
following flood depths and velocities

d <0.3 m, v>4.5 m/s,

0.3<d>0.4, v> 3m/s,

d>0.4, v>0.3 m/s.

Emergency vehicle
access (as per private
vehicle access)

Measure

8
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Table 4.2: TRCA Flood Site Evaluation Matrix
Category
Economic

Factors
Flood Damages

Indicator
Direct Flood Damage
Costs

Indicator Description and Method of Determination

Measure

Flood damage to buildings varies based on flooding
frequency, lowest opening elevations and potential for
structural damage. Damage costs also depend on the
building type and value.

$ Average Annual Damages
(based on updated MNR
curves)

Economic

Flood Damages

Indirect Flood Damage
Costs

Property damage to out buildings, pools, decks, etc. for the
full flow regime, as well as clean up costs and potential loss
of business
Includes consideration for loss of work, health, business
etc.
Economic costs related to associated property and building
damages

Project Number: TP106159

$ Estimated Damage
(Adjusted % of Direct)

Weighting (0-10)

$0

0

$1 to $5,000

2

$5,000 to $10,000

5

$10,000 to $25,000

7

$25,000 to $50,000

8

$50,000 to $100,000

10

$0

0

$1 to $750

2

$750 to $1,500

5

$1,500 to $1,750

7

$1,750 to $13,500

8

$13,500 to $6,750

10

Frequency Weighting Modifier

Indicator Importance/
Significance (1-10)

NA

7

NA

4
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4.3

Short Listed Alternatives Evaluation

The short-listed alternatives summarized in Table 4.1 have been assessed in more detail using
the evaluation matrix as well as the other protocols of TRCA and MNR. The following provides
a description of this evaluation:
B.

Increase Conveyance Capacity
Culverts/Bridges

Jane Street: Bridge and Valley Wall Reshaping:
In order to provide significant flood level reductions upstream of Jane Street, the existing culvert
and embankment would have to be removed and replaced with a bridge. Hydraulic modelling
has shown that removing the constraint afforded by the existing embankment and culvert only
would continue to constrain flow capacity and result in backwater conditions, under the Regional
Storm, not significantly less than with the existing bridge in place. To substantially reduce the
riverine flood risk to the residential neighbourhood between Jane Street and Rockcliffe Blvd. the
south valley wall would also need to be pulled back to provide improved flow conveyance at
Jane Street. It has been estimated that a bridge with span of 200 m (+/-) with two or more piers
would be necessary to traverse the widened valley. The bridge would remove approximately
65 homes (+/-) from the Regional Storm floodplain and would reduce flooding depths at the
Rockcliffe Middle School from 2 to 3.5 m to 0.5 m (+/-). Upstream of Rockcliffe Blvd. to Alliance
Avenue, Regional Storm flood depths would also be reduced by 2.9 m (+/-) to just over 1.5 m
(ref. Figures 17 and 18). The Frank Oke Secondary School on Alliance Avenue and three (3)
commercial properties on the north side of Alliance Avenue would also be removed from the
Regional Storm floodplain. The Toronto Works Yard would remain in the Regional Storm
floodplain albeit somewhat reduced. From Alliance Avenue to Weston Road, Regional Storm
flood depths would be reduced by 0.9 m (+/-).
To construct the Jane Street bridge with a 200 m (+/-) span would require a number of
piers which would be dependent upon the form of the bridge. Costs for implementing this
alternative would be approximately $25 to $30 Million.
It has been estimated that in total 115 homes (+/-) would be removed from the Regional Storm
floodplain with this work in-place along with a reduced flooding depth for the remaining 530 (+/-)
at risk homes/buildings in the floodplain. As such, there would be a significant reduction in the
threat to life (345 people (+/-) based on residential land uses alone). Removing one school and
largely removing a second school from the Regional Storm floodplain would also be considered
a significant benefit derived from implementing this alternative.
Rockcliffe Blvd.: Bridge Replacement and Adjust Road Profile:
The Rockcliffe Blvd. hydraulic crossing currently provides effective flow conveyance for most
storm events and is predicted to be overtopped at the 50 year storm frequency (+/-). To assess
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the bridge replacement alternative, the existing bridge was removed from the hydraulic model
and the road profile adjacent to the elementary school adjusted, with and without, the
replacement bridge at Jane Street. It was determined that existing valley form and grades
control flood elevations and that without the bridge in the hydraulic model, flood elevations
would not be reduced significantly (<0.10 m), as such this alternative has been screened from
further consideration.
Alliance Avenue: Bridge Elimination(s)
Currently there are two crossings of the Black Creek at Alliance Avenue and Humber Blvd. in
close proximity (i.e. <50 m). The hydraulic effect of both bridges is such that there is a
significant backwater for the 100 year storm event. As a stand-alone alternative, elimination of
one bridge would have no impact on Regional Storm flood elevations water level. For more
frequent events, assuming elimination of both structures, flood levels would reduce by 0.4 m (+/) to 2.4 m (+/-) for the 2 year to the 100 year storm events respectively, based on existing
backwater conditions. Consideration for removing at least one or both bridges should be given
in the context of widening the concrete channel at the bridge and upstream to Weston Road.
Creek/Floodplains
Jane Street to Rockcliffe Blvd.: Floodplain Grading
Grading of the overbank area north of the creek would allow for additional flood storage to
compensate for storage lost from potential flood proofing. Based upon the limited floodplain
grading that could be accommodated in this area to provide additional flow area in the
floodplain, and the possible future Combined Sewer Overflow storage tank at Alliance Avenue
and Rockcliffe Blvd., this alternative has been screened from further consideration.
Rockcliffe Blvd. to Alliance Avenue: Floodplain Grading, Low Flow Channel Widening
Floodplain grading could be conducted within the City of Toronto Works Yard for two purposes;
firstly, additional flood storage can be generated to compensate or off-set flood proofing impacts
on floodplain storage and secondly, improved flood protection can be provided to facilities by
relocating the Public Works buildings to south of Rockcliffe Court. Grading in this area of the
floodplain would not provide a significant improvement to reducing upstream flood levels
(<0.25 m (+/-) for a 50 year storm) and should only be considered in the context of a combined
initiative related to the potential improvements to flood protection for the Works Yard area.
This creek reach would also benefit from widening the overall hydraulic cross-section. By
doubling the creek width upstream of Rockcliffe Blvd., channel capacity would increase from the
2 to 5 year storm flow capacity to approximately a 10 year capacity. Creek works should only
be considered as a supplemental alternative, as limited local flood relief benefit would result in
this reach with the works in-place. Channel improvements can also consider potential
naturalization opportunities as secondary overall benefits.
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Alliance Avenue to Weston Road: Low Flow Channel Widening
The channel from Weston Road to Alliance Avenue if widened from its existing 12 m width to
approximately 21 m by reducing Humber Blvd. N. to one lane with parking and reducing
Humber Blvd. S. to one lane, would provide 25 year (+/-) flow capacity versus the currently
estimated 10 year (+/-) flow capacity of the existing channel. In addition, the two bridges at the
downstream limit of this reach would have to be replaced with a single wider structure. This
work though would only reduce Regulatory flood levels by 0.1 m (+/-). As noted earlier, in order
to effectively reduce the Regulatory event impact on the local community, it would require
substantially altering the channel configuration in this reach beyond what would be considered
practical. Based on the elimination of two way traffic on either side of the creek and the
associated social issues, this alternative has been screened from further consideration.
Flood Proofing
Berming/Structural
Scarlett Road to Jane Street: Berming on north valley wall for protection of residential area
Approximately 13 homes could be flood proofed to the Regional Storm standard by berming
along property boundaries within the valley along Black Creek Blvd. The earthen berm height
would be approximately 1 m (+/-). The earthen berm along Scarlett Road would have to be
0.60 m to 1.0 m in height to contain the Regional Storm and/or the profile of Scarlett Road north
of the Black Creek crossing could be raised by 1.0 m (+/-) while still allowing access to Clairton
Crescent. The preliminary costs for this alternative would be approximately $1,225,000 and
would only protect 12 homes, therefore due to the high cost and limited overall benefits, it has
not been considered further.
Jane Street to Rockcliffe Blvd.: Berming of elementary school
Flood protection of the elementary school could be provided by constructing a 3 m high earthen
berm (+/-) with Jane Street as is, or with a 0.5 m to 1.0 m berm with Jane Street culvert replaced
with an open span bridge. Preliminary costs for the 0.5 m to 1.0 m berm would be
$400,000 (+/-).
Rockcliffe Blvd. to Alliance Avenue: Berming along Alliance Avenue and Hilldale Road
Flood protection of the residential area along Hilldale Road could be realized through a 3 m high
earthen berm (+/-) with Jane Street crossing as is, or by a 1.5 m berm with Jane Street crossing
replaced with a bridge. Preliminary costs would be $900,000 for the 1.5 m high berm. Flood
protection for Frank Oke Secondary School on Alliance Avenue could also be provided by a
1 m (+/-) high earthen berm, based on the existing Jane Street crossing remaining in-place.
The school would not require flood proofing should the Jane Street crossing be upgraded to a
bridge. The remaining industrial/ commercial area along Alliance Avenue and the residential
area to the north could not be flood proofed due to the extent of flooding in this area.
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C.

Stormwater Management Flood Control

Centralized flood control facilities: On-line facility(s) upstream of study area
The flood storage potential upstream of the study area has been assessed to determine flood
storage required to control the existing 25 year storm event peak flow to the 10 year storm event
flow and similarly the 100 year to the 25 year storm event peak flow (i.e. reflective of optional
protection levels downstream). Flood storage requirements to control the 25 year peak to the
10 year peak would be 455,000 m3 and 640,000 m3 to control the 100 year to the 25 year storm
event peak flow.
Based on a review of possible storage sites upstream of the study area, one location that would
provide significant storage potential is immediately upstream of the Grand Ravine Drive, located
north of Sheppard Avenue West, and south of Finch Avenue West, within the Black Creek valley
(ref. Figure 16). This area is open space and is considered to be a natural area with mature
trees. For the Regional Storm, 128.6 ha of flood storage has been estimated to be available.
Implementing a flood control system with 1,286,000 m3 of effective/available flood storage would
reduce Regional Storm flood elevations at Jane Street (as is) by 0.5 m (+/-) with the on-line
flood storage in-place as noted. Based on Provincial policy, on-line flood storage would only be
considered functional and would not allow for changes in the Regulatory floodline or related
management policy, unless the on-line storage was approved by the Ministry of Natural
Resources and Ministry of Environment as a designated dam and flood control system.
Table 4.3 provides the potential influence of on-line controls on frequency flows at Grand
Ravine Drive, Weston Road and Jane Street. At Grand Ravine Drive, there would be a
reduction of the 100 year flood to almost the 25 year flood level. At Weston Road, the 100 year
storm peak flow would only be reduced by 5% (+/-) due to the contributing drainage area
between Grand Ravine Drive and Weston Road. As such, this alternative has been screened
from further consideration, particularly given the high capital and operating cost, significant
environmental impacts and limited overall effectiveness.
3

Table 4.3: Peak Flows with and without Flood Storage at Grand Ravine (M /s)

Grand Ravine Dr.
Weston Road
Jane Street

2 year
37.8 /
37.8
74.0 /
74.0
82.0 /
82.0

5 year
59.0 /
59.0
113.2 /
113.2
123.0 /
123.0

10 year
74.6 /
68.4
140.9 /
138.6
151.3 /
150.0

25 year
94.8 /
82.6
177.7 /
172.3
189.0 /
186.10

50 year
111.4 /
90.6
206.9 /
198.2
219.4 /
215.9

100 year
127.2 /
99.5
240.0 /
227.6
254.8 /
249.3

Regional
244.0 /
141.8
510.8 /
427.2
563.8 /
490.9

Note: Rating curve for flood storage facility at Grand Ravine as follows:
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Table 4.4: Grand Ravine Flood Storage Discharge Rating Curve
Q
3
(m /s)
0

4.4

S
(ha – m)
0

59

0.3

74.6

3.0

82.5

4.6

94.8

8.9

99.5

11.2

111.4

20.8

127.2

45.2

141.7

83.8

244.1

128.6

Summary

Based on the foregoing technical assessment of the short-list of flood management alternatives,
the following alternatives have been carried forward for consideration as part of the preferred
solution.





Jane Street Bridge upgrade and Valley Wall Reshaping
Flood Protection barrier along:

Black Creek Blvd. and Scarlett Road

Rockcliffe Blvd.

Hilldale Road and Symes Road
Creek naturalization between Rockcliffe Blvd. and Alliance Avenue with grading within
the City Works property
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5.0

PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

Section 4 has described the process of establishing a long-list of riverine-based flood
management alternatives, screening to a short-list, and then conducting more detailed analyses
and assessment of the short-list to establish the components of the preferred solution; in short
these include the following:





Jane Street Bridge and Valley Wall Reshaping
Flood Protection (barrier) along:

Black Creek Blvd. and Scarlett Road

Rockcliffe Blvd.

Hilldale Road and Symes Road
Creek naturalization between Rockcliffe Blvd. and Alliance Avenue with grading within
the City Work property

The components of the preferred solution have been considered under two implementation
frameworks, Primary versus Secondary and Short versus Long term. In the former, the
inference is on those works which can be conducted to provide direct and tangible reduction in
flood risk (or flood protection to a stated standard); those would constitute the “Primary”
recommendations. “Secondary” recommendations would either be conditional on “Primary”
recommendations or relate to a complementary activity rather than one which affords direct
flood risk reduction. Short versus Long term has been offered as a means for the TRCA and its
implementation partners to consider works in a shorter timeline than others premised on factors
associated with cost, complexity, and process (i.e. required land acquisition for implementation).
The following summarizes the various elements of the preferred riverine flood management
system for the Black Creek Rockcliffe Area and their implementation framework.
5.1

Primary Recommendations

Short Term
The Primary short term recommendations include continued maintenance of the Black Creek
channel system to maintain flow conveyance capacity, as it was originally designed including
the structural integrity of the concrete-lined channel. As funding allows and as the need
requires, TRCA should continue to implement on-going maintenance.
In addition to on-going maintenance, TRCA should further investigate the possibility of
implementing a flood protection berm along Black Creek Blvd. and Scarlett Road. The berm
along the back of homes on Black Creek Blvd. would have to be 0.73 m to 2.75 m in height to
contain the Regional Storm, and 0.63 m for the 100 year Storm. The preliminary cost estimate
for the Black Creek Blvd. flood protection berm is $ 465,000.00 (+/-) and would protect up to
13 homes.
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Long Term
The Primary long term recommendations include replacing the existing arch culvert at the Jane
Street crossing with a full span bridge structure. The Black Creek Valley would also need to be
widened to allow for a 200 m (+/-) bridge (ref. Figure 12). The preliminary cost range for
implementing this alternative is $25 Million to $30 Million.
5.2

Secondary Recommendations

Short Term
Flood protection berms should be constructed at the Rockcliffe Middle School on Rockcliffe
Blvd. (0.5 m – 1.0 m) and along Hilldale Road and Symes Road (1.5 m +/-). The flood
protection berms (ref. Figures 12 and 13) would complement the Jane Street Bridge
replacement and provide flood protection to existing flood prone areas. The flood berm along
Hilldale Road would have to include a 1.0 m (+/-) local road profile adjustment near Black Creek
to prevent flooding beyond the flood berm and a 180 m (+/-) realignment of Lavender Creek
near Symes Road to provide sufficient areas for the flood berm. In addition, storm sewer
systems would require back flow prevention valves and accommodation for overland flow.
Preliminary costs estimates for the Rockcliffe Middle School and Hilldale Road flood protection
berms are approximately $ 400,000 and $ 900,000 respectively (ref. Appendix ‘F’). The Hilldale
Road flood protection berm would provide protection to approximately 77 homes, once the Jane
Street bridge has been constructed.
Long Term
The opportunity to naturalize the creek reach between Rockcliffe Blvd. and Alliance Avenue
while increasing the flood protection from the 2 to 5 year to the 10 year storm standard should
be considered. Although the alternative only improves flow capacity for the lower storm events,
it would allow for this creek section to be naturalized. This creek reach is approximately 620 m
in length and it has been estimated to cost approximately $ 1,600,000 to naturalize and increase
local conveyance. Opportunities to improve grading within the City of Toronto Works area
should also be considered by flattening the overbank area north of Rockcliffe Court.
5.3

Phasing of Works

The purpose of a Phasing Plan is to identify timing dependencies for construction of
environmental management infrastructure, which would serve to:





Minimize overall cost
Minimize environmental impacts due to repeated construction disturbance
Minimize temporary work requirements
Avoid liability associated impacts of out-of-phase works.
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The Black Creek Riverine Flood Management Class EA has been developed in accordance with
the requirements of the Environmental Assessment Act for Phases 1 and 2. Subsequent
environmental investigations will be required for the recommended projects, including
consideration for the following environmental principles:






Consultation with affected parties early and throughout the process
Consideration of a reasonable range of alternatives
Identification and consideration of the effects of each alternative on all aspects of the
environment
Systematic evaluation of alternatives in terms of their advantages and disadvantages to
determine their net environmental effects
Provision of clear, complete documentation of the planning process to allow for
traceability of the proponent’s decision making process

The proposed projects outlined in this Class EA require completion of subsequent steps to
facilitate implementation in accordance with the provisions of Conservation Ontario Class EA,
outlined in Table 5.1.
As these works will in some cases affect municipal infrastructure (such as the Jane Street
bridge) and in other cases not (such as local berming), TRCA may or may not be the ultimate
lead proponent. In any case, TRCA would be expected to have a Central role in the review and
approval of any flood protection works, regardless of proponency.
The City of Toronto is anticipated to be the primary partner and implementation timing and
scope would be conditional on the support and approval of City Council and TRCA’s Board for
the recommended works through this Class EA. The implementation of the Riverine Flood
management preferred solution will need to consider a follow-on process of preliminary and
detailed design and associated approvals.
Table 5.1. Future Study Requirements
No.

Preferred Alternatives

Short Term Projects
1
Channel Maintenance
2
Black Creek Blvd. Flood Protection Berm

Undertaking

Consultation Requirements

N/A
Remedial Flood Control
Project

Exempt
Conservation Ontario Class EA - Two
points of Public Contact - Notice of Intent,
Notice of Filing, PIC is not required.
Conservation Ontario Class EA - Two
points of Public Contact - Notice of Intent,
Notice of Filing, PIC is not required.
Conservation Ontario Class EA - Two
points of Public Contact - Notice of Intent,
Notice of Filing, PIC is not required.

3

Rockcliffe Middle School Flood Protection
Berm

Remedial Flood Control
Project

4

Hilldale Road Flood Protection Berm

Remedial Flood Control
Project

Long Term Projects
1
Jane Street Bridge

2

Channel widening/naturalization Rockcliffe
Blvd. to Alliance Avenue with potential
floodplain grading
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5.4

Toronto Water Basement Flooding Investigation

As noted, over the course of the Black Creek Riverine Flood Management Study, TRCA has
consulted with Toronto Water insofar as its progress and scope related to its basement flooding
investigation. As discussed earlier in this report, Toronto Water has jurisdiction over the local
urban drainage system (storm, sanitary, and combined systems), hence has assumed
responsibility for this component of the investigation. TRCA has, through the Black Creek Class
EA Study, provided data to Toronto Water so that it could examine the influence of the existing
and proposed Black Creek riverine system, on the local storm and combined sewer networks
(Basement Flooding Area 4). Area 4 is serviced by both separate storm sewers and a
combined sewer system with outlets and overflows to Black Creek respectively. During extreme
storm events, flood elevations in Black Creek can influence the capacity of the local storm
sewer and combined sewer system, resulting in potential increases in basement flooding risk.
The Toronto Water study has developed the following recommendations to reduce and prevent
basement flooding due to extreme storm events:




New sanitary sewer on Alliance Avenue to provide basement flooding protection for
Cliff Street and Cordella Avenue.
A new sanitary storage tank to be located southwest of Alliance Avenue and Rockcliffe
Blvd.
A new storm sewer on Cliff Street, Cordella Avenue, Humber Blvd., and Alliance Avenue
to convey stormwater downstream of Jane Street.

It is an important and noteworthy distinction when considering the riverine flood potential (of the
Black Creek) versus that of the local Rockcliffe Area’s drainage system, in that the flood timing
of the local system will be very quick and dominated by local rainfall whereas for the Black
Creek this will be much longer and more dominated by subwatershed scale precipitation.
Hence ultimately the performance-based metrics to evaluate each system independently or
concurrently will need to consider the influence of the scope of extreme precipitation events and
watershed/subcatchment scale runoff timing.
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6.0

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1

Conclusions

i)

The Black Creek Regulatory floodplain (based on transposed Regional Storm –
Hurricane Hazel) currently impacts numerous properties and buildings, mostly upstream
of Jane Street to Weston Road within the Rockcliffe Area.

ii)

Historical development prior to the TRCA Regulation has encroached within the Black
Creek Regulatory floodplain.

iii)

The creek has been straightened and lined to increase flow capacity throughout the
study area, with the most substantial creek alteration upstream of Alliance Avenue to
Weston Road, where the creek is in a concrete vertical walled channel.

iv)

The natural areas inventory documented limited terrestrial communities, aquatic and
land species, with most of the natural areas occurring downstream of Jane Street and
along Lavender Creek by Symes Road.

v)

The study area is serviced by a separated and combined sewer network. The City of
Toronto has separately studied the existing sewer network and developed solutions to
the related basement flooding problems, integrated with this study.

vi)

The preferred solution of riverine flood management alternatives will not be able to
practically eliminate the existing Regulatory flooding potential for all properties within the
study area, although overall (post-implementation) be a reduced flood risk.

6.2

Recommendations

i)

Conduct the additional studies required for each of the recommended flood management
alternatives leading to detailed design, approvals, and implementation.

ii)

Commence discussion with the City of Toronto regarding increasing the hydraulic
capacity of the Jane Street crossing, to coordinate the project with other City of Toronto
infrastructure projects and long-term capital budget planning.

iii)

Commence discussion with the Toronto District School Board regarding the Rockcliffe
Middle School, noting the integration with the Jane Street bridge project.

iv)

Due to uncertainty related to area hydrology, TRCA and Toronto Water should consider
installation of area flow gauges to support future studies and designs.

v)

Future development (Infill/Intensification) in the Black Creek subwatershed should
control peak flows such that there is no net impact to the Rockcliffe Area’s flood risk.
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vi)

TRCA and Toronto Water should consider and evaluate various design standards and
criteria to safeguard for the drainage system for the unknowns related to climate change,
through increased system resiliency.
Table 6.1: Summary of Recommended Works with Jane Street Bridge Replaced

Priority

Projects

Cost $

1

Jane Street Bridge

2

Rockcliffe Middle School
Flood Protection Berm

$400,000
(+/-)

3

Hilldale Road Flood
Protection Berm

$900,000
(+/-)

4

Black Creek Drive Flood
Protection Berm
Rockcliffe Blvd. to Alliance
Avenue Channel
Widening/Naturalization

5

$25,000,000 to
$30,000,000 (+/-)

$465,000
(+/-)
$1,600,000 (+/-)

Benefits
Level of Service
Property/People Removed from
Floodplain/Others
Regional Storm 115 homes, 1 school, 8 businesses,
(345 people +/-) removed from
Regional Storm floodplain based on
resident land uses. Note the school
would have 1500 (+/-) people and the
businesses would have 380 (+/-)
people
Regional Storm 1 school, 400+ people removed from
Regional Storm floodplain
(complementary to Jane Street Bridge)
Regional Storm 77 homes, 231 people removed from
Regional Storm floodplain
(complementary to Jane Street Bridge)
Regional Storm 13 homes, 39 people removed from
Regional Storm floodplain
10 year
Creek naturalization improved flood
storage

Table 6.2: Summary of Recommendations with Jane Street Bridge In-place As Is
Priority

Projects

Cost $ 1.

1

Rockcliffe Middle School
Flood Protection Berm
Hilldale Road Flood
Protection Berm
Black Creek Drive Flood
Protection Berm
Rockcliffe Blvd. to
Alliance Avenue Channel
Widening/Naturalization

$400,000
(+/-)
$900,000
(+/-)
$465,000

Regional Storm

$1,600,000 (+/-)

10 year

2
3
4

1.

Level of
Service
100 year
100 year

Benefits
Property/People Removed from
Floodplain/Others
1 school, 400+ people removed from
100 year floodplain
77 homes, 231 people removed from
100 year floodplain
13 homes, 39 people removed from
Regional Storm floodplain
Creek naturalization improved flood
storage

Costs for berming have been provided for berms being built to provide Regional Storm level of service

Tables 6.1 and 6.2 summarize the recommended works and the associated costs and benefits
to people for two (2) scenarios, Jane Street Bridge replaced and other recommended works
in-place and secondly, recommend works with the existing Jane Street Bridge remaining.
Based on the annual damages mitigated and alternative cost estimates, financial benefit/cost
ratios have been determined. Projects have been prioritized using the number of properties and
people removed from the floodplain, and with the understanding that the Jane Street bridge
project is a prerequisite for the Hilldale Road and Rockcliffe Middle School Flood Protection
Berm projects.
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APPENDIX ‘A’
PUBLIC CONSULTATION
The Conservation Ontario Class EA process has mandatory and optional points for public
consultation as depicted in Figure 1.1. Due to the nature of the study, which has had the
potential for high public interest, the Consultation Plan developed by the Project Team included
the formation of a Community Liaison Committee (CLC) and two public information centres
(PICs). The following sections describe the public consultation used throughout the study.
Notice of Intent and Public Information Centre No. 1
A joint Notice of Study of Commencement and Public Information Centre No. 1 was published in
York Guardian and Bloor West Villager on January 16th, 2009. Copies of the newspaper
advertisement and copies of all comments received and written responses are contained in
Appendix ‘B’.
Public Information Centre No. 1 (PIC No. 1) was held on Tuesday January 27, 2009 at the
Royal Canadian Legion – Branch No. 31. PIC No. 1 was the first opportunity for the general
public to meet with the Project Team, and to review the study scope and discuss issues related
to the project, including background information, local deficiencies, environmental
considerations and alternative solutions. Display boards were prepared that presented the
following information (ref. Appendix ‘B’ – Public Information Centre No.1):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conservation Ontario Class Environmental Assessment for Remedial Flood and Erosion
Control Projects (2002) Process
Community Liaison Committee (CLC)
Study Work Plan
Problem Statement
Creek Flooding Management vs. Basement Flooding
Study Area Drawing
Black Creek Subwatershed Drawing
Why and how the Rockcliffe Area was selected for Study?
Humber River Watershed Flood Vulnerable Areas and Roads Drawing
Land Use Map
Infrastructure Drawing
Environmental Inventory Drawing
Photographic Inventory Map
Environmental Inventory
Flood Management Standards
Key Issues and Concerns
Existing Floodline Mapping
Climate Change Perspectives
“Long-List” of Management Alternatives
Flood Management Alternatives
Evaluation Factors and Criteria
Don’t upstream road and rail embankments and culverts provide me with flood
protection?

APPENDIX ‘A’
•
•

Next Steps
How to Provide Your Comments

The first PIC was well attended, with approximately 18 people signing the attendance record
and an estimated total of approximately 50 viewing the material. One comment sheet was
submitted at the PIC and one comment was emailed to the Project Team.
Public Information Centre No. 2
The Public Information Centre No. 2 Notice was sent to stakeholders and agencies by mail in
May 2009. The Notice was also published in the York Guardian and Bloor West Villager, June
5th, 2009. Copies of the newspaper advertisement, letters to stakeholders and agencies and
copies of all comments received and written responses are contained in Appendix ‘C’.
Public Information Centre No. 2 (PIC No. 2) was held on Monday June 15, 2009 at the Royal
Canadian Legion – Branch No. 31. The purpose of PIC No. 2 was to summarize the
background information and study scope, and present the alternative solutions. Display boards
were prepared that presented the following information (ref. Appendix ‘C’ – Public Information
Centre No. 2):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conservation Ontario Class Environmental Assessment for Remedial Flood and Erosion
Control Projects (2002)
Problem Statement
Creek Flooding Management vs. Basement Flooding
Study Area Map
Black Creek Subwatershed Drawing
Photographic Inventory Drawing
Existing Floodline Mapping
Evaluation Factors and Criteria
Assessment of Long-list of Alternatives
Creek Reaches & Measure of Flood Risk Drawing
Reach No. 1 Drawing
Reach No. 2 Drawing
Reach No. 3 Drawing
Reach No. 4 Drawing
Preferred Alternatives Drawing
Preliminary Preferred Alternative
Next Steps
How to Provide Your Comments

A presentation was also given by AMEC Earth & Environmental that summarized all of the
information presented. The second PIC was not quite as well attended, with only approximately
10 people signing the attendance record and perhaps an additional 10 viewing the material.
One comment sheet was submitted at the PIC and one comment was emailed to the Project
Team.
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Community Liaison Committee Meetings
Meeting No. 1 – April 8, 2009
The first Community Liaison Committee (CLC) Meeting was held on April 8, 2009 (ref.
Appendix ‘D’ – Community Liaison Committee). At PIC No.1 (January 27, 2009) community
members were asked by TRCA if they were interested in sitting on the committee, TRCA
followed-up with community members and various stakeholder agencies such as the City of
Toronto to form the CLC. The TRCA established the CLC to assist in the decision making
process for this project. The function of the CLC includes:
•
•
•
•

Identify items of public concern with regard to the impact and design of proposed
remedial flood management alternatives;
Provide direct input on these concerns to the Conservation Authority;
Review any requests made by members of the public and attempt to resolve any issues
of concern for a decision, and
Where appropriate, comment on the effectiveness of the Class Environmental
Assessment process for meeting public concerns for the specific project, and where
relevant, identify possible improvements.

The first CLC meeting was attended by residents, staff from the Toronto Water Department,
Toronto District School Board (TDSB), local consulting firm, and members of the Project Team.
AMEC staff gave a brief presentation that focused on the Class EA Process for Remedial Flood
and Erosion Control, overview of the role of the CLC, Study Area Baseline Inventory (including
land use, flooding, infrastructure and the natural environment), and Management Alternatives.
There was also an opportunity for discussion. The following is a summary of the discussion:
•

•

•

•

Erosion of the concrete channel appears to be happening along Black Creek. The
concrete channel is reaching its life expectancy, as it was originally constructed in the
1960’s. Maintenance of the concrete channel has not been preformed along Black
Creek in the past and tree removal is part of normal maintenance. There is a public
perception that the trees are beneficial from a visual perspective.
A member questioned the possibility of using off-line storage, in areas such as the
existing City of Toronto yards. The City of Toronto is considering keeping the yards and
rebuilding the existing buildings, therefore the yards could not be used as a man made
flood storage area. Substantial grading would be required to provide sufficient flood
storage to reduce flows if at all.
A member asked if the widening of the existing Jane Street bridge would have negative
impacts to properties downstream of Jane Street? Widening Jane Street bridge would
not increase the regulatory flood risk downstream as the Regulatory flood lines are
determined based upon peak flows without accounting for storage upstream of
crossings. Natural storage within creeks and valleys is taken into consideration in
developing Regulatory flows.
Other proposed options discussed include:
Closing Humber Blvd. S. and using that area for additional flow capacity within an
enclosure or widened creek.
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Relocation of the drop structure on the downstream side of Jane Street relocated
upstream of the crossing which would improve hydraulics. This option has been
assessed in the past and it would not significantly reduce Regulatory flooding
upstream of Jane Street.
Relocation of the drop structure at Scarlett Road downstream to upstream of the
culvert. The condition of the concrete at the Scarlet Road crossing is in need of
repair.
Relief culverts at all existing crossings would provide additional flow capacity for
the infrequent storm events.
Localized diversion of existing storm sewers to reduce flows within critical
sections of Black Creek.
Naturalized flood storage area at the existing City of Toronto property.
Maintenance of the concrete channel and removal of vegetation would improve
flow capacity within the channel.
Natural channel design within the Lambton Golf Course and City-owned lands.

Meeting No. 2 – June 1, 2009
The second Community Liaison Committee (CLC) Meeting was held on June 1, 2009 (ref.
Appendix ‘D’ – Community Liaison Committee). The second CLC meeting was attended by
residents, TDSB, local consulting firm, City Councillor and members of the Project Team.
AMEC staff gave a brief review of the Black Creek Flood Management Class Environmental
Assessment including the purpose which is focused on addressing riverine flooding. A longlisted alternative and short-listed alternative tables were distributed for review. The following is
a summary of the discussion that took place:
Long-listed Alternatives:
How extreme weather has been factored into the long-list assessment? Extreme
weather would be considered part of Climate Change and as the Regional Storm is not
really considered to be impacted by Climate Change, it would not impact the overall
assessment.
•
Why has more frequent flooding had occurred on Black Creek Drive in the last two
years? Climate Change impacts are speculated to have been occurring. In addition,
due to an increase in riverine flooding, and the inherent interaction of the creek and
storm sewer systems, more frequent flooding within the storm sewer may occur. Local
grading and servicing issues would also result in the observed flooding.
•
How would berms handle local drainage? Typically back flow prevention devices are
required to prevent flood waters from entering locally flood protected areas.
•
Has the confluence of Black Creek and the Humber River had been assessed with
respect to the angle of the Black Creek entering Humber River? This had not been
explicitly examined due to the less frequent storm events of 100 year and the Regional
Storm not being impacted by the angle of the confluence. The hydraulic models take the
angle of the confluence into consideration. There would not be a benefit upstream within
the study area if changes were made at the confluence of the Humber River and Black
Creek.
•
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Grading works within the City of Toronto Works Yard should consider removal of
material close to the creek block and raising of the Works Yard area at the fringes of the
floodplain. A cut/fill balance would have to be assessed
Who would pay for flood protection berming works? Public dollars would be used for
any improvements

Short-Listed Alternatives
•

•

•
•

Why an enclosure would not work along Humber Blvd? This alternative would be
considered costly and would have significant environmental impacts and challenges
which would not be considered approvable by various agencies. Public safety would
also be a concern.
A centralized flood control facility had been assessed, and based upon the required
storage to reduce frequency flows from either the 25 year to 10 year or 100 year to 25
year storm events, a suitable location had not yet been found, although the creek reach
from Weston Road to Eglinton Road had been reviewed. A flood storage facility would
have to consider the costs for acquisition of lands.
What is the timing of channel maintenance? Maintenance had been planned within this
reach of Black Creek later this year.
A resident has never observed flooding above the walls of the creek along Humber
Blvd., but has observed flooding of roadway systems either side of the channel within
the floodplain. A possible solution to the storm sewer system flooding would be to
relocate the storm sewer outlet downstream to where flood water elevations are lower.

Filing of the Project File and Notice of Completion
All parties previously having expressed an interest in the project have been notified by letter,
regarding the completion of the project and filing of the Project File. In addition, a Notice of
Completion will be placed in the local newspaper, in accordance with the requirements of the
Conservation Ontario Class EA process. TRCA will also post the Class EA on its website for
public viewing.
Copies of the Project File will be made available by TRCA at its office
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